HopfenFLAMM XR
The special equipment in the hop cultivation.
Without herbicides for a healthy nature.

www.hopfenflamm.de

The environmentally sound weed removing.
Innovative flame weeding. Made in Germany.

Break new ground.

HopfenFLAMM XR is fitted with a comfortable electric burner and includes a fast
shutdown.
All burners can conveniently and electrically
be switched on and off from the cap.

Set new environmentally standards for
weed removing in the hop cultivation!
Preservation of the nature is our task. Please also contribute to this.

The more efficient method.

We must all break new ground to ensure an
environmentally sound interaction between
man and nature.
With HopfenFLAMM XR it is possible to fully dispense with chemical pesticides also in
the field of hop cultivation. Our devices are
easily to be applicated for row cultivation
and for defoliation.
By using the flame weeding you contribute
to an intact ecosystem by natural means.
Technology working in harmony with man
and nature. That’s our claim.

Using this method the plant parts are not
burned, but the rapid increase of temperature to at least 70 °C causes the bursting of
the cell walls.
The cell structure of the wild herbs is thereby destroyed and the cells die.

Unique burner technology.
As the leading manufacturer in the field of
thermal weed removing in Europe, we offer
the most effective burner technology among
all industry partners.
Therefore this alternative weed removing
can be done in a practical, efficient, economical and environmental manner.

Innovative flame weeding.

Made in Germany.
-

environmentally sound
efficient, clean + free of residue
easy handling
comfortable
robust and maintenance low

Due to our unique burner technology there can be produced the maximum possible
temperatures of 1.925°C with propane gas.
An optimal gas-air mixture ensures a completely residue-free combustion.
The laterally sharp heat protection of our
high-performance burners allows a very
precise and targeted work.

The regrowth is reduced. Seeds, root systems
and fungal spores are long-term destroyed.

Many years of experience.
Take advantage of our many years of experience in flame technology!
Since 1973 we develop and produce innovative quality products with high performance, low consuption and long lifetime.
Environmentally sound, efficient and safe.

www.hopfenflamm.de
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HopfenFLAMM XR

HopfenFLAMM XR

The special equipment in the hop cultivation.

HopfenFLAMM XR duo
• with 2 high-performance burners for
mutual row cultivation
HopfenFLAMM XR quattro
• with 4 high-performance burners
for mutual row cultivation and defollation

Reinert flame weeding
technology.
The trendsetting flame weeding.
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„Already accomplish today
what others not think about until tomorrow.“
Heraklit (550-480 v. Chr.)

Reinert Metallbau GmbH
Am Weidenpark 3
D-91746 Weidenbach
Tel:
+49 (0) 98 26 / 8 72 91 - 0
Fax:
+49 (0) 98 26 / 8 72 91 - 99
E-Mail:
info@reinertnet.de
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